Synest GST
FULL TENSOR GRAVITY
GRADIOMETRY SCANNER

It is of no less significance than the invention of the camera image sensor, without which it would be
difficult to imagine the modern world.

Full tensor gravity gradiometry (FTG) (not to be confused with gravimeter) is a technology of gravity field
volumetric imaging that allows to detect density changes in the materials that make up the surrounding space.
The result of such imaging is a three-dimensional model describing the substances in the object of study.

The technology is based on the fact that any physical object has a gravity field that contributes and
leaves a trace in the structure of the Earth's gravity field. The trace of each object is unique and
depends on its location, shape, size and density. A volumetric imaging of the gravity field makes it
possible to identify the objects that form it.
Gravity gradiometry opens up qualitatively new possibilities in many areas. For example, in navigation
it makes the system independent from satellites and radio signals, and in the field of mineral
exploration it greatly simplifies the process of exploration and can work in conditions where other
methods cannot be used.
Applications of gravity gradiometry technology:
• Mineral exploration and survey
search and density analysis of unrevealed masses in the Earth's interior
• Tactical reconnaissance
search for secret objects and underground structures
• Global navigation
self-contained global navigation for underwater, land and air transport
• Ecology
monitoring of ecosystems with zero intervention factor
• Climatology
monitoring of changes in climate and natural systems, including Arctic ice and ocean currents
• Prevention of natural disasters
monitoring of movement of unrevealed masses including landslides and avalanches
• Public security
non-intrusive cargo inspection systems
• Building and maintenance control of structures
non-intrusive density analysis

How does it work?
The basic principle of technology

Gravity
is
the
fundamental
interaction between all physical
objects.

Any physical object, regardless of its size, has gravity. Gravity can be observed in the form of
waves, similar to the waves on a water surface radiating from a fishing bobber. By studying a
small part of the wave we can calculate the distance to the object, its mass and density.

Observable part of the wave

Overlapping waves of two
objects

Waves of the several objects overlap each other, complicating the observed field. Each object in
this field leaves a trace. And this trace can always be discerned.
In effect, it is a new way of perceiving space, that is more advanced and informative than vision
and echolocation.

Tensor representation of the explored area with the coordinates and mass of the searched object

Example: mineral exploration
The instrument is a measuring system that makes
it possible to observe the gravity field from
different angles and to highlight the areas of
field distortion.
This is a full tensor gravity
gradiometry scanner (FTGs)

Model: top layer

Model: bottom layer

Full gravity tensor

The outcome of gravity scanning is a 3D model of the explored area which reflects its object structure.
Possible areas of exploration include subsoil, the ocean floor or the Earth orbit.

Capabilities of the gravity scanner in the field of mineral exploration:
• Defines objects with different density at a considerable distance and provides
insights about the general geological structure.
• Identifies objects by using neural network data analysis and learning based on the
collected data.
• Reveals hidden artificial and natural structures and makes it possible to obtain
data on small objects.

Example: navigation
Gravity navigation is based on the same methods as mineral
exploration, but the task is more simple because it requires
no detailed interpretation and can be performed by the
scanner itself.
The core of the method is a real-time comparison of the
scanned gravity field with gravity maps. It works like
machine vision, facial recognition, or the way we recognize a
place we're visiting for a second time, even when we're
looking at it from the other side.

Gravity map of the
Earth

To create a map the gravity scanner can be installed on a satellite or an airplane (to
increase map detail) Let us look at an example of high-detail map creation.

Flying over the exploration
area

Processing the results

Creating a gravity map

Determining the location

The local area is searched on
the gravity map

The search results allow to highlight
the boundaries of the area on the
global map and to determine the
coordinates of the path

Gravity map navigation is a completely self-contained system that does not require radio
communication and therefore cannot be detected or jammed! Such navigator does not depend on "open
skies" or satellite systems. It can work in caves, tunnels and underwater.

Gravity scanner prototype
This high-precision hardware and software measuring system is
the result of our research, design and adjustment. It is designed
with the latest advancements in physics and electronics in
mind.
The measurement unit is the heart of the scanner
it is an inertial spatial gravity detector, the base of our
project and the main object of research.
We are constantly looking for solutions to improve the
parameters of the measuring unit, using the latest
advancements in physics. In order to identify the optimal
approach to the inertial measurement of gravity the measuring
unit is designed in three construction variants. In future we
plan to complete the inertial detector with a relativistic
detector to provide a comprehensive scanning of the geometry
of gravitational curvature of space.
(you can find more information about this on the "project stage" and
"plans" pages)

The scanner prototype is housed in a compact case. In addition
to the main measuring unit the scanner is equipped with 8
sensors that measure physical quantities, 2 compass sensors, 15
dedicated controllers and converters, a GPS module, Wi-Fi
interfaces, USB-A, USB-B. Two ARM processors ensure not only
the smooth operation of all systems, but also the preprocessing of measurement results. The measurement quality
system makes corrections based on the readings of
temperature and pressure sensors, performs checks for
deviations in gravity angles and errors from external
influences.
Navigation unit contains a GPS positioning system that provides
a record of points where measurements were taken, magnetic
compasses for scanner axes positioning, and device
magnetization monitoring system.
The thermostat unit ensures a stable temperature of measuring
unit to eliminate temperature drift. Thermostat contains: heating
vessels, several types of heating elements (including inertia-free
ones) and several temperature sensors.

The power system consists of three independent power supply
units with independent batteries arranged vertically in the
corners of the case. The power controller measures the
parameters of the batteries and reports in case the errors of
the stand-alone controllers are detected.

Interpretation and modeling environment
GST-Simutool
GST-Simutool is a comprehensive environment for the simulation
and interpretation of the full gravity tensor, created as part of the
Synest GST project.
Simutool is not limited to serving its direct interpretation purpose. It can also handle the reverse problem
— to create of model of the gravitational field from a geological model. This allows to fine-tune the
methods and scanner design in a virtual environment, where it is possible to take into account all factors
affecting the quality of measurements, from environmental influences to internal scanner interference.
The interpretation algorithm is based on the
application of artificial intelligence, which allows to
automatically identify the complex multilayered
structure, picking the correct configuration of
material bodies that corresponds to the observed
gravitational field from millions of variants.

Most importantly, the artificial intelligence used in
SimuTool learns with each interpretation. It
continually expands its database of heuristic
templates, which allows for even faster and efficient
interpretation in the future.

SimuTool key features:
• Modeling of gravity processes of arbitrary scale,
from atomic interactions to the motion of celestial
bodies
• Object interpretation of the full tensor of
gravitational gradient for complex multilayered
structures of material objects
• 3D visualization of modeling results, full tensor
calculations and interpretation
• Calculation optimization by means of distribution
of computational load between local cluster and
multiprocessor systems
• Optimization of the full gravity tensor
interpretation process through the application of
heuristic templates obtained in the process of AI
training

Project stage
From idea to practical application...
2/3 of the way
complete
• We have developed and fine-tuned
mathematical methods of interpretation for
geological exploration and navigation tasks,
implemented in the GST-Simutool
environment.
• Assembled several experimental
prototypes of a gravity scanner. These
prototypes confirm the effectiveness of
the implemented design for a full gravity
tensor scanner.

• Determined the optimal design solutions
and fine-tuned the auxiliary systems of the
gravity scanner.

• Conducted comprehensive laboratory
testing and successful field tests at
gravimetric sites.

• Completed three versions of the measuring unit, based on fundamentally different approaches to
the measurement of gravity forces. Studied the potential for each version of design. The results of
these studies were used to create the MVP-compliant measuring unit project (for geophysics and
navigation tasks).
Designs of the measuring units

Plans

Steps to reach the goal and
beyond...

Our studies of different designs of the measuring unit have shown that
servo-accelerometer will be the most perspective for use in gravity
gradiometer systems. Its main advantages are high level of output signal
and adjustable sensitivity range.
The servo-accelerometer is an inertial detector. It is a proof mass held by
the servo drive in the central position. The energy expenditure for holding
the proof mass is used to calculate the force of gravity. But in such layout
the friction of the servo axis would become a stumbling block, as it creates
an insurmountable threshold for measurement accuracy.
We found a solution!
To "suspend" a proof mass in a stable magnetic field generated by
permanent magnets! In such layout there is no friction force, and therefore
the accuracy of measurement is practically unlimited. Moreover, all 3
dimensions of freedom of the sample mass allow to measure the spatial
vector of gravity, eliminating the need to use multiple accelerometers and
perform their regular complex calibration.
In fact, it is a complete measurement unit.

Schematic diagram of the servo-accelerometer

Magnetic suspension of proof mass

This relatively easy-to-create measurement unit design is the only thing that retains us from reaching our first
goal — to create a scanner suitable for geophysics and navigation tasks.
After this point the development can be considered complete.
Further on we will face a relatively trivial work to improve the technical characteristics of the scanner,
its ease of use, as well as to create a platform for spatial stabilization equipped with pneumatic
vibration isolators. These solutions are already present on the market, which means that there is no
need to reinvent the wheel.
But our plan is to make a real breakthrough in gravity gradiometry!
Recent experiments with optical atomic clock at the JILA Institute prove the possibility
of a relativistic gravity detector. We view it as a detector based on the "redshift"
effect, which is a gravitational time dilation, i.e. the weaker the gravity, the slower time
goes. For example, the farther away from Earth the weaker the gravity, which means
that our feet are older than our heads. Humanity has long known this effect, and it is
used as a correction to the clock in satellite navigation systems. Besides, it affects light
by changing the frequency of the wave. When moving from an area of strong gravity to
an area of weak gravity, light takes on a red hue, hence is its name: "redshift".
In a very simplified view, the layout of such detector consists of a laser and a receiver.
The latter determines the fluctuation in the beam hue, which changes depending on the
difference in gravity between the laser and the receiver.
The measurement unit that includes both detectors (optical and 3-axis inertial) will
allow to measure the geometry of gravitational curvature of space in 4 dimensions
(space-time) and will be the starting point of the gravitational vision technology, which
makes it possible to see a completely new picture of the world.

Gravitational red shift

Layout of the optical gravity
detector
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